
Iliad Bookshop's November 2023 Newsletter (#82) 

Hi Gang!
 
How was your Halloween? We sold through this year's order of Halloween tees
in record time - hopefully you got one (and if not, sorry - they're gone). If you
celebrate Dia de los Muertos, we hope it's full of rich remembrance and happy
spirits.
 
Now I suppose we need to start looking ahead to that other holiday...*sigh*...
 
Hope you're enjoying these beautiful cooler fall days.

Dan, Lisa, Poul, Matt and Sean (and Zeus and Apollo)

SOME OF OUR FAVORITE BOOKS

CivilWarLand in Bad
Decline: Stories & a

The Fantastic Art of
Frank Frazetta

Bossa Nova: The
Story of the Brazilian

https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/saunders-george-civilwarland-in-bad-decline-stories-a-novella/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/saunders-george-civilwarland-in-bad-decline-stories-a-novella/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/ballantine-betty-the-fantastic-art-of-frank-frazetta/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/ballantine-betty-the-fantastic-art-of-frank-frazetta/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/castro-ruy-bossa-nova-the-story-of-the-brazilian-music-that-seduced-the-world/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/castro-ruy-bossa-nova-the-story-of-the-brazilian-music-that-seduced-the-world/


Novella
by George Saunders.
Hardback first edition in
jacket. $75

Buy Now

by Betty Ballantine.
Hardback with jacket.
$100

Buy Now

Music That Seduced
the World
by Ruy Castro.
Hardback in jacket.
$100

Buy Now

Report of a Highway
Traffic Survey in the
County of Los
Angeles
Hardback with fold-out
maps. $75 

Buy Now

Garden of Eden:
Masterpieces of
Botanical Illustration
By H. Walter Lack.
Hardback in jacket. $35

Buy Now

100 Years of Oz: A
Century of Classic
Images from The
Wizard of Oz
Collection of Willard
Carroll
by John Fricke.
Hardback in jacket. $15

Buy Now
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https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/ballantine-betty-the-fantastic-art-of-frank-frazetta/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/castro-ruy-bossa-nova-the-story-of-the-brazilian-music-that-seduced-the-world/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/jessup-roger-et-al-report-of-a-highway-traffic-survey-in-the-county-of-los-angeles/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/jessup-roger-et-al-report-of-a-highway-traffic-survey-in-the-county-of-los-angeles/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/jessup-roger-et-al-report-of-a-highway-traffic-survey-in-the-county-of-los-angeles/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/lack-h-walter-garden-of-eden-masterpieces-of-botanical-illustration/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/lack-h-walter-garden-of-eden-masterpieces-of-botanical-illustration/
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https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/holzer-hans-the-amityville-curse/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/holzer-hans-the-amityville-curse/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/ellison-harlan-gentleman-junkie-and-other-stories-of-the-hung-up-generation-2/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/ellison-harlan-gentleman-junkie-and-other-stories-of-the-hung-up-generation-2/
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The Amityville Curse
by Hans Holzer. Mass
market paperback. $10

Buy Now

Gentleman Junkie
by Harlan Ellison. Mass
market paperback. $15

Buy Now

Falling Angel
by William Hjorstberg.
Mass market
paperback. $35

Buy Now

WHAT'S IN THE SAFE?

Have you ever noticed the big safe
full of books behind Iliad's front
counter? We get asked about it
frequently. "Is it really old?" is a
common question (the answer: no,
we bought it new just a few years
ago). But most customers want to
know what kind of books merit
storage in a safe (we think of these as
the rarest of our rare books), so in
this column we'll pick one book every
month and tell you about it. This
month's book is... 

https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/holzer-hans-the-amityville-curse/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/ellison-harlan-gentleman-junkie-and-other-stories-of-the-hung-up-generation-2/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/hjortsberg-william-falling-angel-3/


https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/malory-sir-thomas-le-morte-darthur-3-volume-set/


https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/malory-sir-thomas-le-morte-darthur-3-volume-set/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/malory-sir-thomas-le-morte-darthur-3-volume-set/


Le Morte D'Arthur
by Sir Thomas Malory. Three-volume hardcover set in slipcase published by the
Limited Editions Club in 1936. Signed by illustrator Robert Gibbings and
numbered 1032/1500, publisher's 'Monthly Letter' laid in; light wear and staining
to bindings. $300

Buy Now

EBAY

https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/malory-sir-thomas-le-morte-darthur-3-volume-set/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/malory-sir-thomas-le-morte-darthur-3-volume-set/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/malory-sir-thomas-le-morte-darthur-3-volume-set/


Our eBay Store
Over at ebay, we are currently offering some vintage issues of Sunset
magazine, lots of plays (hey, are you contemplating putting on a production of
Bat Boy: The Musical or Picasso at the Lapin Agile and you need multiple
playscripts?), a book on Grand Prix racing signed by 25 drivers, and more.

Visit Iliad's eBay store

https://www.ebay.com/usr/iliadbooks
https://www.ebay.com/usr/iliadbooks
https://www.ebay.com/usr/iliadbooks


ZEUS AND APOLLO

Two of our longtime regular customers just brought their very own Little Dude
into the store for the first time, and he got to meet Zeus!

Meanwhile, employee Matt caught Apollo in what we're calling a "Hey, girl" kinda
mood.



We'd love to include your photos in our newsletter! Feel free to send to
info@iliadbooks.com , let us know that it's okay to use the photo, and we'll
include it in a future newsletter.
 
If you need more photos/videos of Zeus and Apollo, or any of Iliad's past felines,
please visit our Pet Gallery. 

mailto:info@iliadbooks.com?subject=Cat%20pix!
http://www.iliadbooks.com/pet-gallery/
https://facebook.com/IliadBookshop
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